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Frustrated with the plethora of conflicting information on how to selfpublish? Wouldn’t it be wonderful to sit down with someone who has
already made the mistakes, done the analysis, and will provide you the
short cuts—the secrets about the things that work? Now you have that
chance with the Career Author Secrets series.
Indie Publishing (Self Publishing) has changed dramatically in the
past five years. There are now new, easier tools to use for every part of
the process—editing, formatting, distribution, sales, and analysis. This
first book in the Career Author Secrets series provides a foundation for
navigating the indie publishing process and staying away from the
scammers. It breaks down the requirements for self-publishing
successfully, protecting your rights for the future, and YES I do share
all the secrets I’ve learned.
It contains everything a DIY author needs to get her book from
manuscript to professional publication in both ebook and print,
including:
Why books don’t sell
Options for DIY or contracting professionals
The truth about ISBNs & Copyright Registration
Secrets for formatting your book the easy way
Creating book covers that sell
Making decisions about distribution
This book is especially valuable for those with limited technical
skills who want to produce a quality professional book for the least
amount of cost. BUY NOW and learn the secrets to easier implementation and how to make good decisions on what is worth your time and
money.
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To a! those authors who blazed the self-publishing trail
and eagerly shared their enthusiasm and learning
with the rest of us.

Chapter One

INTRODUCTION TO INDIE PUBLISHING

“Write, write, and write some more.” If content is king in developing a
publishing strategy then a connected series is queen, and quality is the foundation
for that empire. One repeated mantra is that Self Publishing is a marathon, not
a sprint.”
– Dianna Love, NYT and USA TODAY Bestselling Author

If you have come to this book with the idea that you can write a
manuscript over a few months, share it with your closest friends, get
someone with an English degree to check grammar, and then put it up
on Amazon and sell millions, I’m afraid you will be sorely disappointed. Yes, you can put up anything you’ve written on Amazon,
Kobo, Nook, Google Play, iBooks, and many more places with relative
ease. You can announce it to the world on social media, and even go on
blog tours to let everyone know how wonderful it is. But selling
beyond your friends and family is NOT likely.
In the early days of self-publishing (2010-2012) there were a number
of books that were poorly executed, but with good stories, that sold
well. But those days are long gone. With over half a million indie
books being put up every year, readers have become wary of trying
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new authors. They have formed mental checklists that help them
determine if a new book is going to be worth their time. This list
includes evaluating the cover, reading the blurb, checking the sample
or “Look Inside” feature, checking the reviews, and looking at the
author page to see what else he/she has written. To sell well today, you
need to pass all those tests.
That is what this book is about—how to make your book the best
it can be, how to package it so that people will at least click on the
cover to learn more, and how to write descriptions that draw readers in
and want to take a chance on an unknown author. Then once the
reader takes a chance on you, you must deliver to their expectations—
expectations for story, formatting, and navigation. AND, if the reader
likes your book, they will want to immediately buy another book from
you. If you don’t have another book now, or coming soon, you will
quickly be forgotten.
This first chapter will provide a quick overview of the entire
publishing process to give you the scope of requirements. Subsequent
chapters will then go into much more detail to ensure you can do this
on your own and create/package the best book possible.
But before we get into that let’s make sure we are on the same page
in terms of understanding what indie publishing is all about and how it
diﬀers from traditional publishing.

Self-Publishing – This is a process by which an individual handles all
the aspects of publishing his/her book. It does not necessarily mean
she does it all herself. She may have a team of people she contracts.
The key is she is the publisher.

Indie Publishing – This has become synonymous with “self-publishing.” Over the past three years or so, this term is preferred by most
people who self-publish. Anyone who takes on the tasks of publishing
is an indie publisher.
This also applies to a person or group of people who form a
publishing company outside of the major publishers and acquire books.
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Independent publishing is nothing new. From Virginia and Leonard
Woolf starting up Hogarth Press to the early days of Farrar, Straus and
Giroux championing now-iconic authors that other publishers
wouldn’t touch, DIY publishing has long been responsible for some of
our best literature. Today, you often see “indie presses” or “indie
publishers” who represent poetry or certain niche markets not
embraced by big publishers, like narrative history, memoirs, spiritual
self-help, and niche markets for fiction.
Today, most small presses or niche presses call themselves “indie”
publishers. This includes well-known literary publishers like Tin
House, Melville House, and Coﬀee House Press to new presses that
grew out of online zines, such as Ugly Duckling Press in Oregon now
with over 200 titles. Also, genre presses such as Entangled, Aberdeen,
Poisoned Pen, any many others.
What is the Process for Publishing?
Outside of the rise of digital books, the publishing process has
been fairly well defined for 150 years. The chart below shows the
publishing process for traditional books with the same thing for Indie
books.
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Let’s Break Down These Steps to the Key Components
They key to indie publishing, just as in traditional publishing, is
developing a team that you trust to do the jobs you can’t or are not
willing to do yourself. Although all the above items are handled inhouse with traditional publishers and small presses, each person has a
set of skills and things they know how to do. You need to develop that
same approach.
For example, if you are a graphic designer in your day job and you
know Adobe Photoshop inside and out, then you might feel comfortable taking on cover design yourself. Even if you are comfortable with
the tools, you will still need to invest some time in learning how the
design impacts your genre, your branding, if you are doing series etc.
Designing book covers is a diﬀerent knowledge base than designing a
commercial brochure for a business.
If you have a good marketing background, you may be fine with
developing a marketing plan and implementing it yourself. Again, you
need to find out what works for selling books vs cars or houses or
refrigerators.
For every aspect of the publishing process there are people available to help you implement it. The key is determining who they are,
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what you can aﬀord, and whom you can trust. There are plenty of
people out there who oﬀer services not worth your time or money.

Content Submission – Judging Quality
One of the refrains I hear constantly from authors is: “If I get a
contract from X publisher, I’ll know the book is good enough to
publish.” The corollary to that for Indie authors is: “How do I know
it’s good enough?”
Let’s back up a step. Before you send your manuscript to an editor
or agent, how do you know it’s good enough? You’ve probably shared it
with your critique group. Perhaps you’ve some friends who read in
your genre to read it and give you feedback. Perhaps you’ve entered it
in some contests. All of these are viable to do for yourself as an indie
publisher as well.
The step that an acquiring editor provides is a trained eye (one
hopes) for what types of books, for that particular house, sells well.
Note the words “for that particular house.” This is why the same
manuscript sent to multiple publishers will get diﬀerent responses.
That editor is not only judging your general prose writing and storytelling ability, she is also judging whether the book FITS their line.
You need to find someone similar for your Indie books. If you are
writing a contemporary romance, then you need to find beta readers or a
developmental editor who regularly reads and understands the contemporary romance genre. If you are writing a science fiction novel then you
need to find someone who knows that genre. If you are writing a memoir…
you get the picture. For beta readers you can cultivate a network of people
through writer organizations, friends, or even making a request online.
For editors, ask your friends who they use and then check out the costs
and make sure that YOUR genre is listed in the types of books they edit.

Editing
No matter how good a writer you might be, you should NOT try to
edit your own work. It doesn’t matter if you teach English at a univer-
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sity or have a graduate degree in Creative Writing, you still should
NOT rely only on yourself to edit your manuscript. Once you have
written, edited, re-worked language, changed story, you are no longer
an objective reader. When you read your completed manuscript it will
say what you want it to say because you read your intention into your
own words. Only an outside reader can tell you whether it is on the
page and whether it makes sense.
There are three types of editors you need to concern yourself with.
Yes, it is costly to use all three of them. However, for the best, finished
manuscript you need these three edits in some form. Here are the
three types.
Developmental Editor – This is someone who understands your
genre, the expected tropes, the craft of story structure, character
development, story and character arc, pacing, beats, description, foreshadowing, backstory—all the parts of a story that make a diﬀerence
between a story your readers are likely to love vs a story that doesn’t
keep them engaged. Though some developmental editors will also
make comments on line-edit or copy-edit things, this is not their
primary function.
My developmental editor will call out voice, word choice, and
sentence construction problems when she notices it. But we have an
understanding that she won’t notice all of them and I should not rely
on her for copy edits. If my story needs a lot of work, she won’t notice
the line edit stuﬀ. Where my story is working well on it’s own she is
more likely to see line edit needs.
Copy Editor or Line Editor – This person is the line-by-line
checker. She concentrates primarily on consistency of voice, punctuation, grammar, character and plot. A copy editor may suggest
diﬀerent phrasing, some word choices, and sentence structure based
on YOUR voice and approach to the story. For example, if your
character tends to speak in short sentences with pauses represented
by ellipses and always uses modern vernacular, the copy editor will
call out the dialog that goes on and on and sounds more formal or
descriptive as being inconsistent with your voice or the character’s
voice. In addition, the copy editor might include fact-checking,
spelling, consistent formatting on a chapter-by-chapter basis and, if
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there is a “house style,” make sure that your manuscript meets that
style.
Proofreader - A proofreader is the one who goes over your
manuscript after an editor. She looks for things that were missed
during the editing process. This tends to include punctuation, spelling,
and formatting. The proofreader should not be making word choice
changes, plot changes, character changes etc. She is simply making
sure the manuscript is clean.
So, who do you need to hire? If you want your manuscript to be as
perfect as possible, you really need to hire all three of these folks.
However, if you are just starting out you may find you are only able to
aﬀord one editor. If that is the case then hire the developmental editor.
The STORY is important above all else. If the story is in great shape, a
reader will forgive the occasional grammar or punctuation error.
However, if you have a perfect clean manuscript but the story doesn’t
hold up, it will not be forgiven.
There are a number of other ways you can get suﬃcient (though
not great) line edits and proofreading with a combination of beta readers, exchanges, and even software. But most beta readers and other
authors will not be good developmental editors.

Book Design
Book Design includes two parts—the book interior and the cover.
Some decisions about the interior are:
How will fonts define the look and feel – header, subheader, body,
setting, special sections (i.e., old scroll text, a diﬀerent language,
mindspeak)
How will you show scene change, POV change? This is often done
either with blank space, small caps, or dividers. Dividers can be as
simple as asterisks or a hash mark. Or the divider can be some type of
image or special character. For example, in a children’s book about a
shelter dog the divider was a paw print. In a thriller about an assassin,
the divider was a gun scope target.
What will be included in the front matter? The back matter? Will
the font for that be diﬀerent than the primary narrative font?
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If the book contains images or illustrations, what size will they be?
Will they be placed on a facing page or integrated with the text?
Some decisions for the cover design include:
What is acceptable for the genre in terms of images, colors,
over all look and feel? For example, contemporary romances
tend to have lighter color washes, whereas thrillers are
darker. Some genres are character focused and have people
as the central image. Other genres have no people on the
cover.
Is this part of a series? If so, what needs to be the same on
every book in the series to signal that? Some series carry the
title or tagline in a specific place on every book. Some series
uses the same color scheme while others use a diﬀerent
color for each book but the same types of images.
How does it work with the author brand? For example, is
the author’s name always in a Trajan font and at the bottom?
Is the author brand light or dark? Sweet or sexy? Literary or
genre?
How does the book look the same, or diﬀerent, from the
author’s other books? If the author writes in more than one
genre, how does she diﬀerentiate that to the reader and yet
stay true to her brand?
Is there a publisher branding? If you have a publishing
company name, is there a logo that needs to appear on the
front cover? The spine? The back cover?
If a print book, how are the primary images and colors
going to meld into the spine and back cover? How is the
spine designed? Title on top, author name on bottom or
reverse? Is there a publisher logo? How long is the blurb and
is it consistent from one book to another? Will you indicate
the price as part of the ISBN?

Sales & Marketing
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Sales & Marketing actually has several components as well. 1)
Preparing and implementing the metadata; 2) Defining a review plan;
3) Determining distribution; 4) Sending out ARCs; 5) Choosing a
launch plan—soft or hard or both? 6) Creating a marketing budget; 7)
Implementing both free and paid marketing plans on a schedule; 8)
Follow up on all sales and marketing eﬀorts to determine next steps.
Preparing and Implementing Metadata - This part of
publishing is much more than sending out ARCs and advertising. The
metadata is the information about the book that will help indexers and
search engines to “discover” the book when a reader is looking.
Without good metadata, no one will find your book no matter how
well it is written.
Metadata includes the title, subtitle, book description, keywords,
category selection, reviews, author bio, author name, and any thing
else associated with the book. For example how you write that book
description can make a big diﬀerence in sales. It is not as much about
describing the story by plot or character as it is about hooking the
reader within the first two sentences. Choosing categories are critical
to discoverability. Defining the category to be small enough that
YOUR readers can discover you, yet large enough that it is still found
by people who like the genre in general. Finally, selecting keywords
that readers will actually use. You may thing that the year 1920 is
important to the book, but will a reader ever type that in? Or would
she instead type in “roaring 20’s?”
Defining a Review Plan – What types of reviews do you want
and in what timeframe? Will you be pursuing critical or editorial
reviews from magazines, newspapers, and specific reviewers with a lot
of cache (i.e., Publishers Weekly, Kirkus, a major magazine like the
New Yorker) What about book bloggers or genre magazines? If you are
going for actual reader reviews, how will you find those readers and
how will you follow up with them once they have left a review? For
readers, where do you want the review to appear? (Amazon, Apple,
Kobo, Nook, Goodreads, Twitter, FB, Pinterest, etc.) Is there a time
frame in which the review must be done if they receive a free copy?
How will you use the reviews to drive more traﬃc to your book?
Will you add them to your website? Will you talk about them on social
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media? Will you simply let them talk for themselves and hope readers
fine them?
Determining Distribution – Are you doing both ebook and
print? If so, where will you be loading/sending your finished book and
in what timeframe? Will you go exclusive to one vendor, like Amazon?
Or will you distribute widely to multiple vendors? Are you going to
load to each distributor yourself, or will you use an aggregator (e.g.,
Draft 2 Digital, Smashwords, Book Baby, Vearsa) to distribute for you?
How will you make sure the book is in the proper format for loading
for each distributor? What are the delays from loading a book to it’s
actual appearance in a catalog or on a vendor website? How will your
launch plan match with those delays? What kinds of metadata does
each vendor require/allow and how you will match that at the time
books are loaded?
Sending Out ARCs – ARCs are advanced reader copies. This can
be print copies of your book, or ebook copies. Certain genres require
print copies from most reviewers (e.g., non-fiction with tables or illustrations), whereas other genres accept ebooks (e.g., romance and SF).
You need to have a list of people who have agreed to receive the ARCs
and in exchange will do something that will help push the book. This
might be reviews, mentions, simply posting book information, or all of
the above.
ARCs can be sent to fans in exchange for an honest review, to
specific reviewers/bloggers, and to anywhere or anyone who influences
readers’ purchases like newspapers and booksellers. You also need a
way to follow up with those people to determine if a review is done,
where it’s posted or when it will appear and how that impacts the rest
of your marketing plan.
Choosing a Launch Plan – There are numerous ways to launch a
book. The easiest and least costly is what is called a “soft” launch. That
means the book gains momentum incrementally. It begins by
uploading the book everywhere. Adding it to your website. Perhaps
doing an FB post or Tweet about it being available, and putting it in
your newsletter. You don’t do a lot of “selling” or marketing. You don’t
by ads.
A “hard” launch is a planned launch with specific dates that things
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will happen—all designed to gain velocity over a short period of time.
For example, you might begin talking about the book everywhere a
month before it comes out. Two weeks before you would be emailing
your readers, tweeting, FB posts. You would schedule a book signing or
party the day of the launch and plan follow up marketing for each day.
A hard launch requires a lot more planning, and money in order to get
the news out to as many as people as possible. Because today’s digital
world is based on algorithms, the sustained eﬀort over a week or a
month can make a big diﬀerence in sales.
The “combination launch” is my choice. Begin with a soft launch.
That means go ahead and mention it to your friends, family, mailing
list fans and do a couple of tweets. This is giving the book time to
build reviews and giving the vendor algorithms time to kick in as a few
sales here and there occur. A decent number of sales and reviews will
make you look more impressive when you get to the hard launch
maybe a month or two later.
Also, if this is your first book, it gives you time to get any feedback
regarding spelling, grammar, and formatting. This is particularly important if you were not able to invest in editing and proofreading. Better
to get that information and make changes before a thousand people
know about the book.
A soft launch gives you time to get the book on all your Internet
sites—website, blog, social media, adding it to your Amazon Author
Central page and Goodreads author page. Sometimes in the run up to
release, these things are missed or quickly forgotten if you are running
a hard launch that is taking all of your energy.
Once the book has been out for a month or more, started to gain
reviews and purchases, then you will have a basis by which to do a hard
launch. Then when people go to all the possible sites to learn about
your new book it will be ready and you will be ready and able to devote
the time needed to juggle all the balls.

Distribution and Launch
Now that you’ve done all the hard work of preparation, you are
ready to launch. That means you now physically load the book to all
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the vendors you’ve selected, include the appropriate metadata and
implement your chosen launch plan. Remember, your book will not
show up at every vendor at the same time. For example, loading to
Amazon the book will show up within 24 hours—usually more like two
hours. Loads to Nook or Kobo can be anywhere from 24 hours to 72
hours. Apple iTunes is usually 48 hours.
If you are loading a print book to Createspace, the print book will
show on all Amazon sites within 24-48 hours. However, it will not
appear on the expanded sites (B&N, Book Depository, Books A
Million, Indiebound, etc.) for up to six weeks later. This is critical to
understand for your marketing eﬀorts as well.
If you are using Ingram Spark, it can be up to two weeks from the time
you load the book until it appears in the Ingram Catalog and again up to
six weeks before it shows up on other book sites (same one as above).

Yikes! I’m Overwhelmed
All of this may feel overwhelming. This is why I began with
describing the team concept. If you try to do it all yourself it IS overwhelming and it will severely impact your ability to write the next
book. This is particularly true if you have a lot of learning to do around
these topics and need to schedule courses or self-teaching time.
Most indie authors choose to do certain parts themselves, such as
the marketing and launch, while hiring or bartering for the other
services they need. For example, I pay for a developmental editor and a
cover designer. I know that those two areas are critical to the quality
of my books and to being discovered. So, I budget to pay for those
experts. I do not pay for marketing, distribution, or launches. I handle
that myself. I took time (and continue to take time) to learn through
classes and to understand what more I can do and how to get it done.
I personally believe that even though I may have someone else do
some of the work, I still need to have a full understanding of what
works and what doesn’t so that I can supervise that person. For example, I currently have a part time virtual assistant who handles some of
my social media and basic marketing/contest fulfillment eﬀorts. I
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found that doing it myself took far too much time away from writing.
However, I tell her what to do, make decisions and branding and
marketing campaigns, focus of social media posts, etc. I couldn’t do
this if I didn’t already understand what needs to be done, what works
and what doesn’t work for my readers and me.

The step-by-step DIY Publishing Process Summary
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

Select (or design) a template for print.
Apply that template to your finished manuscript.
Including appropriate front matter and back matter.
Add links for other ebook/print book titles you might have
and make decisions around placement of front matter and
additional back matter.
Import the finished manuscript into a conversion software
package to generate appropriate ebook-compatible files
and/or print book files, or paying someone, or using an
aggregator or vendor/distributor to do the conversion
for you.
Incorporate good cover design elements for print and ebook
and create front a cover, spine, and back cover.
Write the book blurb and author bio, and use them
eﬀectively in marketing.
Set up distribution accounts in the major distributor sites
(e.g., Amazon, CreateSpace, B&N, Kobo, Apple, etc.),
and/or evaluate aggregators to use to distribute everywhere
for you (Draft2Digital, Smashwords, StreetLib, Book Baby,
XinXii).
Determine how and where to use ISBNs—the pros and
cons of purchasing your own versus accepting each
distributors inventory record assignments or proprietary
ISBNs.
Upload your finished ebook and print files to each
distributor or aggregator.
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11. Set list prices and determine when and how to use sales to
increase discoverability.
12. Make changes to books once they are with distributors.
When should you just leave it alone?
13. Increase book discoverability, managing sales expectations,
and becoming part of the zeitgeist of publishing today.
14. Create and implement a marketing/branding program and a
book maintenance/update policy to ensure your books
continue to attract readers.
This book is going to cover all of the above, except details on
marketing and distribution. Those fields have grown exponentially
since I wrote the DIY Publishing book in 2012-2013. So, they each
have a book of their own devoted to all the options for authors today.
Now that you have the overview, let’s look at things in more detail.
The next chapter shares the top craft reasons books don’t sell and
provides some resources for you to make your book better.

